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INTRODUCTION 
 

Traditionally, student’s attendances are taken 
using attendance sheet given by the faculty in class, which is a 
time consuming event and when it comes to companies, 
employees have to follow biometric or card swiping. It is a 
tedious task and extra burden to the faculties or the admin. 
This can result in cheating or proxy attendance. So many 
institutions and companies have proposed new systems of 
attendance like Iris recognition, fingerprint recognition etc.
 

Face recognition is a biometric method of identifying an 
individual by comparing live capture or digital image data with 
the stored record for that person. This provides an automated 
attendance system that is practical, reliable and eliminate 
disturbance and time loss of traditional attendance systems. 
This system can accurately evaluate the students or employees 
performance with the recorded attendance rate
 

Proposed System 
 

All the employees of the company must register by entering 
the required details and then their images will be recorded in 
the database. Faces will be detected using wireless webcam 
and the image will be processed and the attendance will be 
marked. Attendance regularization mail will be sent to the 
respective employee in case of missing attendance and the 
admin can get the accurate attendance records later for the 
evaluation. 
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The real challenge is to implement an accurate attendance system in real
digital era, face recognition system plays a vital role in almost every sector. It can used for 
security, authentication, identification, and has got ma
having  low  accuracy  when  compared  to  iris  recognition  and fingerprint  recognition,  
it  is  being  widely  used  due  to  its contactless  and  non
aims in building an attendance system using face recognition which is much more effective 
than manual system of attendance which is time consuming.

 
 
 
 
 
 

Traditionally, student’s attendances are taken manually by 
using attendance sheet given by the faculty in class, which is a 
time consuming event and when it comes to companies, 
employees have to follow biometric or card swiping. It is a 
tedious task and extra burden to the faculties or the admin. 

can result in cheating or proxy attendance. So many 
institutions and companies have proposed new systems of 
attendance like Iris recognition, fingerprint recognition etc. 

Face recognition is a biometric method of identifying an 
live capture or digital image data with 

the stored record for that person. This provides an automated 
attendance system that is practical, reliable and eliminate 
disturbance and time loss of traditional attendance systems. 

te the students or employees 
performance with the recorded attendance rate 

All the employees of the company must register by entering 
and then their images will be recorded in 

g wireless webcam 
and the image will be processed and the attendance will be 
marked. Attendance regularization mail will be sent to the 
respective employee in case of missing attendance and the 
admin can get the accurate attendance records later for the 

System Architecture 
 

 

The process is divided into 4 phases:
 

Data Collection 
 

All the details of the students including the images in various 
angles will be recorded and stored for the comparison.  Images 
are captured using webcam. Basic information of the 
students/employees will be updated.
 

Face Detection 
 

Face detection is held using the Haar
Open CV. This is detection method used fo
faces. 
 

Face Recognition 
 

In this phase, the image captured will be compared with data 
set and recognize and predict the person. 
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ATTENDANCE SYSTEM USING FACE RECOGNITION 

The real challenge is to implement an accurate attendance system in real-time.In this 
digital era, face recognition system plays a vital role in almost every sector. It can used for 
security, authentication, identification, and has got many more advantages.  Despite of 
having  low  accuracy  when  compared  to  iris  recognition  and fingerprint  recognition,  
it  is  being  widely  used  due  to  its contactless  and  non-invasive  process. This system 

m using face recognition which is much more effective 
than manual system of attendance which is time consuming. 

 

The process is divided into 4 phases: 

All the details of the students including the images in various 
recorded and stored for the comparison.  Images 

are captured using webcam. Basic information of the 
students/employees will be updated. 

Face detection is held using the Haar-Cascade classifier with 
CV. This is detection method used for detetcting human 

In this phase, the image captured will be compared with data 
set and recognize and predict the person.  
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Attendance Updation 
 

After identifying the face, the recognized face will be marked 
as present in the attendance sheet and the result will be sent in 
mail. 
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The authors of this study compared the Receiver Operating 
Characteristics (ROC) curve to find the best facial recognition 
algorithm (Eigenface and Fisherface) provided by the Open 
CV 2.4.8 and then implemented it in the attendance system. 
Based on the results of the experiments in this paper, the ROC 
curve demonstrated that Eigenface outperforms Fisherface. 
The Eigenface algorithm was used to implement the system, 
which achieved an accuracy rate of 70% to 90%. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

This system aims to build an effective attendance system using 
face recognition techniques.  The proposed system will be able 
to mark the attendance via face Id. It will detect faces via 
webcam and then recognize the faces. After recognition, it will 
mark the attendance of the recognized employee and update 
the attendance record. In the end, the result will be send in 
mail as present / missing attendance to the respective persons 
mail. 
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